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ABSTRACT

In the modification of JRR-4, the fuel was changed from 93% high enrichment
uranium aluminized fuel to 20% low enriched uranium silicide fuel in conformity with
the framework of reduced enrichment program on JAERI research reactors. As
changing of this, JRR-4 core management code system which estimates excess
reactivity of core, fuel burn-up and so on, was improved too.

It had been difficult for users to operate the former code system because its
input-output form was text-form. But, in the new code system (COMMAS-JRR), users
are able to operate the code system without using difficult text-form input. The
estimation results of excess reactivity of JRR-4 LEU fuel core were showed very good
agreements with the measured value.

It is the strong points of this new code system to be operated simply by using
the windows form pictures act on a personal workstation equip with the graphical-
user-interface (GUI), and to estimate accurately the specific characteristics of the
LEU core.

1. INTRODUCTION
JRR-4 was constructed for the purpose of shielding tests of the first nuclear ship

in Japan, "Mutsu". The first criticality was attained on January 1965. JRR-4 was
satisfactorily operated until it had been shut down for its modification works in January
1996. The main purpose of the modification works is to reduce enrichment of the fuel
materials. The fuel was changed from 93% high enrichment uranium aluminized fuel
(HEU) to 20% low enriched uranium silicide fuel (LEU) in conformity with the framework
of reduced enrichment on JAERI research reactor program. Also, refurbishment of the
reactor building and systems, and upgrading the irradiation facilities have been also
carried out. JRR-4 restarted joint-use operation in November 1998. Outline of JRR-4 is
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Item

First Critical
Thermal out put
Operation pattern
Reactor type
Coolant and Moderate
Reflector
Thermal flux (max)
Enrichment
Content of U per element
Content of U235 per element
Number of fuel plate per element
Fuel meat material
Cladding material
Cladding thickness
Maximum burn-up
Size of fuel element

. Out l ine of JRR-4
LEU

Aug.,1998
HEU

Jan., 1965
3.5MW

Daily operation (6h/day)
Swimming pool type

Light Water
Graphite & Aluminum Graphite

7XiOun/cm2-s
20%

1020 g
204 g

93%
179 g
166 g

15
UtSi?-AI dispersion U-Al

Aluminum alloy
0.38 mm

50% 20%
80WX80LX1025Hmm

As changing of fuel enrichment, JRR-4 core management code system had been
improved. Core management works for JRR-4 had been carried out based on estimation
results by SRAC (JAERI Thermal Reactor Standard Code System for Reactor Design and
Analysis) code[l] which is main part of JRR-4 core management code system. However, its
editing works was so complicated that reactor operator had to have sufficient skill to use
this code system.

Recently, the computer has developed remarkably, and its use has showed a
tendency toward personal type. And calculation speed and reliability of the computer are
progressing from year to year. Also, it is tend to reduce the computer user's burden that the
environments of much application software changes from Text (or command) form to
Windows form. By reason of like this background, JRR-4 core management code system was
improved.

2. IMPROVEMENT
The new management code system (COMMAS-JRR [Core Management and

Material Accounting System for JAERI Research Reactor]) is used for LEU fuel & core
management and forecast of refueling times. Therefor, the goals of the improvement are
that COMMAS-JRR can be operated simply by using the windows form pictures act on a
personal workstation equip with the graphical-user-interface (GUI) without both using the
JAERI big computer system and complicated input form, and estimate the specific
characteristics of the JRR-4 LEU core. Some improvements in the code system are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Some improvements in the code system

Hardware
OS
Calculation speed rate
Language
Base code
Cross section library
Input-output form

Former system
Terminal emulation

MSP
1 (include waiting time)

FORTRAN
SRAC5

JENDL2
TEXT form

COMMAS-JRR
Workstation (HP-C200 RAM128MB)

HPUNIX10.2
0.7

FORTRAN, C
SRAC98

JENDL3.2
Windows form (GUI)
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3.CONSTRUCTION
The new code system has two modes that are named Main and Forecast. And the

each mode consists of some subsystems. The construction of COMMAS-JRR is shown in
Fig.l.

CQMMAS-JER. tf

Macroscopic cross section generation^

Core burn-up calculation

Core reactivity management Forecast modemode)

Core neutron flux management \

Core power management

Material accounting management J

Fig. 1 Construction of COMMAS-JRR

l)Macroscopic Cross Section generation
This subsystem is used to generate the macroscopic cross section of the materials in core.
The neutron cross section libraries used in the calculation are JENDL-3.2.

2) Core burn-up calculation management
This subsystem records calculation results as the neutron flux, the power distribution,
number density in the core and each of burn-up steps. In this subsystem, it is necessary
to input the core elements, operation days, reactor power and control rods position, etc.

3)Core reactivity management
It indicates the critical rod position and excess reactivity at any operation cycle.

4)Material accounting management
In this subsystem, the refueling works are registered. Also, It is possible to get much
information concerning the fuel history and nuclear material at each cycle. Example,
the nuclear material information are the amount of U, Pu and Np. Sample picture of
COMMAS-JRR fuel registration is shown in Fig 2.

5)Core neutron flux management
This subsystem prints out 1,2,3-dimensional neutron flux distributions at any points in
the core. Operators only select the mesh number of the core and the neutron energy group.
Sample picture of the 3-dimensional neutron flux distribution in the core is shown in
Fig.3.

6)Core power management
This subsystem prints out 1,2,3-dimensional power distributions at any points in the
core.

7)The fuel loading forecast system
Each files data is created independently in Main-mode and Forecast-mode separated by
different password in order to prevent to be edited the base data for core management. In
case of forecast-mode, operators are not able to access subsystems of the macroscopic
cross section generation and material accounting management. If COMMAS-JRR is
started up as forecast-mode, it estimates the information of the suitable refueling times
for safe operation.
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Thermal neutron flux

Fig.2 Fuel loading registration Fig.3 3-D thermal neutron flux distribution

4. COMPARISON AND ESTIMATION
In order to validate the new code system, the comparison the calculated excess

reactivity with measured ones was carried out. The result is shown in Fig 4. According to
the comparison calculations with measurements, the maximum difference is
approximately 0.3%^3k/k. Consequently, the new code system was verified to estimate
accurately the excess reactivity of JRR-4 LEU core.

And also, refueling pattern and times can be estimated by using the forecast
mode. The change of the excess reactivity calculated by the new code system is shown in
Fig 5. As the results, we were able to get the refueling times in the future.
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Fig.4 Change of excess reactivity
Fig.5 Change of excess reactivity by refueling

5. CONCLUSION
The former management code system was so complicated that the reactor

operators had to understand it detailedly. The operation of the management code system
came to be very easy by this improvement. And the estimation results of this system have
good accuracy. COMMAS-JRR is very useful for the safe operation and management of
JRR-4 with LEU fuel.
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